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Abstract
Data augmentation has been widely used to improve generalizability of machine
learning models. However, comparatively little work studies data augmentation
for graphs. This is largely due to the complex, non-Euclidean structure of graphs,
which limits possible manipulation operations. Augmentation operations com-
monly used in vision and language have no analogs for graphs. Our work studies
graph data augmentation for graph neural networks (GNNs) in the context of im-
proving semi-supervised node-classification. We discuss practical and theoretical
motivations, considerations and strategies for graph data augmentation. Our work
shows that neural edge predictors can effectively encode class-homophilic structure
to promote intra-class edges and demote inter-class edges in given graph struc-
ture, and our main contribution introduces the GAUG graph data augmentation
framework, which leverages these insights to improve performance in GNN-based
node classification via edge prediction. Extensive experiments on multiple bench-
marks show that augmentation via GAUG improves performance across GNN
architectures and datasets.
1 Introduction
Data driven inference has received a significant boost in generalization capability and performance
improvement in recent years from data augmentation techniques. These methods increase the amount
of training data available by creating plausible variations of existing data without additional ground-
truth labels, and have seen widespread adoption in fields such as computer vision (CV) [12, 10, 54, 20],
and natural language processing (NLP) [14, 36]. Such augmentations allow inference engines to
learn to generalize better across those variations and attend to signal over noise. At the same time,
graph neural networks (GNNs) [18, 24, 41, 48, 51, 9, 46, 53, 49] have emerged as a rising approach
for data-driven inference on graphs, achieving promising results on tasks such as node classification,
link prediction and graph representation learning.
Despite the complementary nature of GNNs and data augmentation, few works present strategies for
combining the two. One major obstacle is that, in contrast to other data, where structure is encoded by
position, the structure of graphs is encoded by node connectivity, which is irregular. The hand-crafted,
structured, data augmentation operations used frequently in CV and NLP therefore cannot be applied.
Furthermore, this irregularity does not lend itself to easily defining new augmentation strategies. The
1This work was done when the first author was on internship at Snap Inc.
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(a) Original graph.
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(b) Random mod.
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(c) Proposed GAUG mod.
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(d) Omniscient mod.
M : 98.6, O : 95.6 F1
Figure 1: GCN performance (test micro-F1) on the original Zachary’s Karate Club graph in (a),
and three augmented graph variants in (b-d), evaluated on both original (O) and modified (M ) graph
settings. Black, solid-blue, dashed-blue edges denote original graph connectivity, newly added, and
removed edges respectively. While random graph modification (b) hurts performance, our proposed
GAUG augmentation approaches (c) demonstrate significant relative performance improvements,
narrowing the gap to omniscient, class-aware modifications (d).
most obvious approaches involve adding or removing nodes or edges. For node classification tasks,
adding nodes poses challenges in labeling and imputing features and connectivity of new nodes,
while removing nodes simply reduces the data available. Thus, edge addition and removal appears
the best augmentation strategy for graphs. But the question remains, which edges to change.
Two relevant approaches have recently been proposed. Rong et al. [35] randomly remove a fraction
of graph edges before each training epoch, in an approach reminiscent of dropout [39]. This, in
principle, robustifies test-time inference, but cannot benefit from added edges. In an approach more
akin to denoising, or pre-filtering, than augmentation, Chen et al. [8] iteratively add (remove) edges
between nodes predicted to have the same (different) labels with high confidence in the modified
graph, to create a new, denoised graph that is then used to train a GNN. This ad-hoc, two-stage
approach improves inference in general, but is prone to error propagation and greatly depends on
training size.
Present work. Our work studies new techniques for graph data augmentation to improve node classi-
fication. Section 3 introduces motivations and considerations in augmentation via edge manipulation.
Specifically, we discuss how facilitating message passing by removing “noisy” edges and adding
“missing” edges that could exist in the original graph can benefit GNN performance, and its relation
to intra-class and inter-class edges. Figure 1 demonstrates, on a toy dataset (a), that while randomly
modifying edges (b) can lead to lower test-time accuracy, strategically choosing ideal edges to add or
remove given (unrealistic) omniscience of node class labels (d) can substantially improve it.
Armed with this insight, Section 4 presents our major contribution: the proposed GAUG framework
for graph data augmentation. We show that neural edge predictors like GAE [25] are able to latently
learn class-homophilic tendencies in existent edges that are improbable, and nonexistent edges that
are probable. GAUG leverages this insight in two approaches, GAUG-M and GAUG-O, which tackle
augmentation in settings where edge manipulation is and is not feasible at inference time. GAUG-M
uses an edge prediction module to fundamentally modify an input graph for future training and
inference operations, whereas GAUG-O learns to generate plausible edge augmentations for an input
graph, which helps node classification without any modification at inference time. In essence, our
work tackles the problem of the inherent indeterminate nature of graph data and provides graph
augmentations, which can both denoise structure and also mimic variability. Moreover, its modular
design allows augmentation to be flexibly applied to any GNN architecture. Figure 1(c) shows
GAUG-M and GAUG-O achieves marked performance improvements over (a-b) on the toy graph.
In Section 5, we present and discuss an evaluation of GAUG-O across a variety of GNN architectures
and datasets, demonstrating a consistent improvement over the state-of-the-art. Our proposed GAUG-
M (GAUG-O) shows up to 17% (9%) absolute F1 performance improvements across datasets and
GNN architectures without augmentation, and up to 15% (8%) absolute F1 performance improvements
over baseline augmentations. Section 6 presents our conclusions.
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2 Other Related Work
As discussed above, relevant literature in data augmentation for graph neural networks is limited
[35, 8]. We discuss other related works in tangent domains below.
Graph Neural Networks. GNNs enjoy widespread use in modern graph-based machine learning
due to their flexibility to incorporate node features, custom aggregations and inductive operation,
unlike earlier works which were based on embedding lookups [34, 42, 40]. Many GNN variants
have been developed in recent years, following the initial idea of convolution based on spectral graph
theory [6]. Many spectral GNNs have since been developed and improved by [11, 24, 19, 29, 27]. As
spectral GNNs generally operate (expensively) on the full adjacency, spatial-based methods which
perform graph convolution with neighborhood aggregation became prominent [18, 41, 31, 15, 32],
owing to their scalability and flexibility [50]. Several works propose more advanced architectures
which add residual connections to facilitate deep GNN training [49, 28].
Data Augmentation. Augmentation strategies for improving generalization have been broadly
studied in contexts outside of graph learning. Traditional point-based classification approaches widely
leveraged oversampling, undersampling and interpolation methods [7, 3]. In recent years, variants of
such techniques are widely used in natural language processing (NLP) and computer vision (CV).
Replacement approaches involving synonym-swapping are common in NLP [52, 43], as are text-
variation approaches [23] (i.e. for visual question-answering). Backtranslation methods by means
of increasing corpus size by translating from language A to B and back to A [37, 13, 47] have also
enjoyed success. In CV, historical image transformations in the input space, such as rotation, flipping,
color space transformation, translation and noise injection [38], as well as recent methods such as
cutout and random erasure [12, 55] have proven useful. Recently, augmentation via photorealistic
generation through adversarial networks shows promise in several applications, especially in medicine
[2, 16]. Most-related to our work is literature on meta-learning based augmentation in CV [26, 10, 33],
which aim to learn neural image transformation operations via an augmentation network, using a loss
from a target network. While our work is similar in motivation, it fundamentally differs in network
structure, and tackles augmentation in the much-less studied graph context.
3 Manipulating Edges to Augment Graph Data
In this section, we introduce our key idea of graph data augmentation by manipulating G via adding
and removing edges over the fixed node set. We discuss preliminaries, practical and theoretical
motivations, and considerations in evaluation under a manipulated-graph context.
3.1 Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) be the input graph with node set V and edge set E . Let N = |V| be the number of
nodes. We denote the adjacency matrix as A ∈ {0, 1}N×N , where Aij = 0 indicates node i and j
are not connected. We denote the node feature matrix as X ∈ RN×F , where F is the dimension of
the node features and Xi: indicates the feature vector of node i (the ith row of X). We define D as
the degree matrix whose diagonal elements indicates the node degrees, that is, Dii =
∑
jAij .
Graph Neural Networks. In this work, we use the well-known graph convolutional network
(GCN) [24] as an example when explaining GNNs in the following sections; however, our arguments
hold straightforwardly for other GNN architectures. Each GCN layer (GCL) is defined as:
H(l+1) = fGCL(A,H
(l);W(l)) = σ(D˜−
1
2 A˜D˜−
1
2H(l)W(l)), (1)
where A˜ = A+ I is the adjacency matrix with added self-loops, D˜ is the diagonal degree matrix
D˜ii =
∑
j A˜ij , and σ(·) denotes a nonlinear activation such as the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU).
3.2 Motivation
Practical reasons. Graphs aim to represent an underlying process of interest. In reality, a processed
graph may not exactly align with the process it intended to model (e.g. “which users are actually
friends?” vs. “which users do we observe are friends?”) for several reasons. Graphs in the real world
are susceptible to noise, both adversarial and otherwise. Adversarial noise can manifest via spammers
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who pollute the space of observed interactions. Noise can also be induced by partial observation: e.g.
a friend recommendation system which never suggests certain friends to an end-user, thus preventing
link formation. Moreover, noise can be created in graph preprocessing, by adding/removing self-
loops, removing isolated nodes or edges based on weights. Finally, noise can occur due to human
errors: in citation networks, a paper may omit (include) citation to a highly (ir)relevant paper by
mistake. All these scenarios can produce a gap between the “observed graph” and the so-called “ideal
graph” for a downstream inference task (in our case, node classification).
Enabling an inference engine to bridge this gap suggests the promise of data augmentation via edge
manipulation. In the best case, we can produce a graph Gi (ideal connectivity), where supposed
(but missing) links are added, and unrelated/insignificant (but existing) links removed. Figure 1
shows this benefit realized in the ZKC graph: strategically adding edges between nodes of the same
group (intra-class) and removing edges between those in different groups (inter-class) substantially
improves node classification test performance, despite using only a single training example per class.
Intuitively, this process encourages smoothness over same-class node embeddings and differentiates
other-class node embeddings, improving distinction.
Theoretical reasons. Strategic edge manipulation to promote intra-class edges and demote inter-class
edges makes class differentiation in training trivial with a GNN, when done with label omniscience.
Consider a scenario of extremity where all possible intra-class edges and no possible inter-class
edges exists, the graph can be viewed as k fully connected components, where k is the number
of classes and all nodes in each component have the same label. Then by Theorem 1 (proved in
Appendix A), GNNs can easily generate different node representations between different classes and
same representations for nodes within the same class. Under this “ideal graph” scenario, learned
embeddings can be effortlessly classified.
Theorem 1. Let G = (V, E) be a undirected graph with adjacency matrixA, and node featuresX be
any block vector in RN×F . Let f : A,X;W→ H be any GNN layer with a permutation-invariant
neighborhood aggregator over the target node and its neighbor nodes u∪N (u) (e.g. Eq. 1) with any
parameters W, and H = f(A,X;W) be the resulting embedding matrix. Suppose G contains k
fully connected components. Then we have:
1. For any two nodes i, j ∈ V that are contained in the same connected component, Hi: = Hj:.
2. For any two nodes i, j ∈ V that are contained in different connected components Sa,Sb ⊆ V ,
Hi: 6= Hj: when W is not all zeros and
∑
v∈Sa Xv: 6= ε
∑
u∈Sb Xu:,∀ε ∈ R.
This result suggests that with an ideal, class-homophilic graph Gi, class differentiation in training
becomes trivial. However, it does not imply such results in testing, where node connectivity is
likely to reflect G and not Gi. We would expect that if modifications in training are too contrived,
we risk overfitting to Gi and performing poorly on G due to a wide train-test gap. We later show
techniques (Section 4) for approximating Gi with a modified graph Gm, and show empirically that
these modifications in fact help generalization, both when evaluating on graphs akin to Gm and G.
3.3 Modified and Original Graph Settings for Augmentation
Prior CV literature [44] considers image data augmentation a two-step process: (1) applying a
transformation f : S → T to input images S to generate variants T , and (2) utilizing S ∪ T
for model training. Graph data augmentation is notably different, since typically |S| = 1 for
node classification, unlike the image setting where |S|  1. However, we propose two strategies
with analogous, but distinct formalisms: we can either (1) apply a single graph transformation
operation f : G → Gm, such that Gm replaces G for both training and inference, or (2) apply many
transformations fi : G → Gim for i = 1 . . . N , such that G ∪ {Gim}Ni=1 may be used in training, but
only G is used for inference. We call (1) the modified-graph setting, and (2) the original-graph setting,
based on their inference scenario.
One might ask: when is each strategy preferable? We reason that the answer stems from the feasibility
of applying augmentation during inference to avoid a train-test gap. The modified-graph setting is
thus most suitable in cases where a given graph is unchanging during inference. In such cases, one
can produce a single Gm, and simply use this graph for both training and testing. However, when
inferences must be made on a dynamic graph (i.e. for large-scale, latency-sensitive applications)
where calibrating new graph connectivity (akin to G) with Gm during inference is infeasible (e.g. due
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Figure 2: GAUG-M uses an edge-predictor module to deterministically modify a graph for future
inference. Neural edge-predictors (e.g. GAE) can learn class-homophilic tendencies, promoting
intra-class and demoting inter-class edges compared to random edge additions (a-b) and removals
(c-d) respectively, leading to node classification performance (test micro-F1) improvements (green).
to latency constraints), augmentation in the original-graph setting is more appropriate. In practice,
these loosely align with transductive and inductive contexts in prior GNN literature.
4 Proposed GAUG Framework
In this section, we introduce the GAUG framework, covering two approaches for augmenting graph
data in the aforementioned modified-graph and original-graph settings respectively. Our key idea is
to leverage information inherent in the graph to predict which non-existent edges should likely exist,
and which existent edges should likely be removed in G to produce modified graph(s) Gm to improve
model performance. As we later show in Section 5, by leveraging this label-free information, we
can consistently realize improvements in test/generalization performance in semi-supervised node
classification tasks across augmentation settings, GNN architectures and datasets.
4.1 GAUG-M for the Modified-Graph Augmentation Setting
We first introduce GAUG-M, an approach for augmentation in the modified-graph setting which
includes two steps: (1) we use an edge predictor function to obtain edge probabilities for all possible
and existing edges in G. The role of the edge predictor is flexible and can generally be replaced with
any suitable method. (2) Using the predicted edge probabilities, we deterministically add (remove)
new (existing) edges to create a modified graph Gm, which is used as input to a GNN node-classifier.
The edge predictor can be defined as any model fep : A,X→M, which takes the graph as input,
and outputs an edge probability matrix M where Muv indicates the predicted probability of an edge
between nodes u and v. In this work, we use the graph auto-encoder (GAE) [25] as the edge predictor
module due to its simple architecture and competitive performance. GAE consists of a two layer
GCN encoder and an inner-product decoder:
M = σ
(
ZZT
)
, where Z = f (1)GCL
(
A, f
(0)
GCL (A,X)
)
(2)
where Z denotes the hidden embeddings learned by the encoder, M is the predicted (symmetric)
edge probability matrix produced by the inner-product decoder, and σ(·) is an element-wise sigmoid
function. Let |E| denote the number of edges in G. Then, using the probability matrix M, GAUG-M
deterministically adds the top i|E| non-edges with highest edge probabilities, and removes the j|E|
existing edges with least edge probabilities from G to produce Gm, where i, j ∈ [0, 1]. This is
effectively a denoising step.
Figure 2 shows the change in intra-class and inter-class edges when adding/removing using GAE-
learned edge probabilities and their performance implications compared to a random perturbation
baseline on CORA: adding (removing) by learned probabilities results in a much steeper growth
(slower decrease) of intra-class edges and much slower increase (steeper decrease) in inter-class
edges compared to random. Notably, these affect classification performance (micro-F1 scores, in
green): random addition/removal hurts performance, while learned addition consistently improves
performance throughout the range, and learned removal improves performance over part of the range
(until∼20%). Importantly, these results show that while we are generally not able to produce the ideal
graph Gi without omniscience (as discussed in Section 3.2), such capable edge predictors can latently
learn to approximate class-homophilic information in graphs and successfully promote intra-class
and demote inter-class edges to realize performance gains in practice.
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Figure 3: GAUG-O is comprised of three major components: (1) a differentiable edge predictor
which produces edge probability estimates, (2) an interpolation and sampling step which produces
sparse graph variants, and (3) a GNN which learns embeddings for node classification using these
variants. The architecture is trained end-to-end with both classification and edge prediction losses.
4.2 GAUG-O for the Original-Graph Augmentation Setting
To complement the above approach, we propose GAUG-O for the original-graph setting, where we
cannot benefit from graph manipulation at inference time. GAUG-O is reminiscent of the two-step
approach in GAUG in that it also uses an edge prediction module for the benefit of node classification,
but also aims to improve model generalization (test performance on G) by generating graph variants
{Gim}Ni=1 via edge prediction and hence improve data diversity. GAUG-O does not require discrete
specification of edges to add/remove, is end-to-end trainable, and utilizes both edge prediction and
node-classification losses to iteratively improve augmentation capacity of the edge predictor and
classification capacity of the node classifier GNN. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture: each
training iteration exposes the node-classifier to a new augmented graph variant.
Unlike GAUG-M’s discrete graph modification step, GAUG-O supports a learnable augmentation
process. As such, we again use the graph auto-encoder (GAE) for edge prediction. To prevent the
edge predictor from arbitrarily deviating from original graph adjacency, we interpolate the predicted
M with the original A to derive an adjacency P. In the edge sampling phase, we sparsify P with
Bernoulli sampling on each edge to get the graph variant adjacency A′. For training purposes, we
employ a (soft, differentiable) relaxed Bernoulli sampling procedure as a Bernoulli approximation.
This relaxation is a binary special case of the Gumbel-Softmax reparameterization trick [30, 22].
Using the relaxed sample, we apply a straight-through (ST) gradient estimator [4], which rounds the
relaxed samples in the forward pass, hence sparsifying the adjacency. In the backward pass, gradients
are directly passed to the relaxed samples rather than the rounded values, enabling training. Formally,
A′ij =
⌊
1
1 + e−(logPij+G)/τ
+
1
2
⌋
, where Pij = αMij + (1− α)Aij (3)
where A′ is the sampled adjacency matrix, τ is the temperature of Gumbel-Softmax distribution,
G ∼ Gumbel(0, 1) is a Gumbel random variate, and α is a hyperparameter mediating the influence
of the edge predictor on the original graph.
The graph variant adjacency A′ is passed along with node features X to the GNN node classifier. We
then backpropagate using a joint node-classification loss Lnc and edge-prediction loss Lep
L = Lnc + βLep, where Lnc = CE(yˆ,y) and Lep = BCE(σ(fep(A,X)),A) (4)
where β is a hyperparameter to weight the reconstruction loss, σ(·) is an elementwise sigmoid, y, yˆ
denote ground-truth node class labels and predicted probabilities, and BCE/CE indicate standard
(binary) cross-entropy loss. We train using Lep in addition to Lnc to control potentially excessive
drift in edge prediction performance. The node-classifier GNN is then directly used for inference, on
G (or similar connectivity). Appendix C.1 further details (pre)training and implementation choices.
5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate how GAUG-O and GAUG-M improves performance across architectures
and datasets, and over alternative strategies for graph data augmentation. We also showcase their
abilities to approximate class-homophily via edge prediction and sensitivity to supervision.
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Table 1: Summary statistics and experimental setup for the six evaluation datasets.
CORA CITESEER PPI BLOGCATALOG FLICKR AIR-USA
# Nodes 2708 3327 10076 5196 7575 1190
# Edges 5278 4552 157213 171743 239738 13599
# Features 1433 3703 50 8189 12047 238
# Classes 7 6 121 6 9 4
# Training nodes 140 120 1007 519 757 119
# Validation nodes 500 500 2015 1039 1515 238
# Test nodes 1000 1000 7054 3638 5303 833
Table 2: GAUG performance across GNN architectures and six benchmark datasets.
GNN Arch. Method CORA CITESEER PPI BLOGC FLICKR AIR-USA
GCN
Original 81.6±0.7 71.6±0.4 43.4±0.2 75.0±0.4 61.2±0.4 56.0±0.8
+ADAEDGE 81.9±0.7 72.8±0.7 43.6±0.2 75.3±0.3 61.2±0.5 57.2±0.8
+GAUG-M 83.5±0.4 72.3±0.4 43.5±0.2 77.6±0.4 68.2±0.7 61.2±0.5
+DROPEDGE 82.0±0.8 71.8±0.2 43.5±0.2 75.4±0.3 61.4±0.7 56.9±0.6
+GAUG-O 83.6±0.5 73.3±1.1 46.6±0.3 75.9±0.2 62.2±0.3 61.4±0.9
GSAGE
Original 81.3±0.5 70.6±0.5 40.4±0.9 73.4±0.4 57.4±0.5 57.0±0.7
+ADAEDGE 81.5±0.6 71.3±0.8 41.6±0.8 73.6±0.4 57.7±0.7 57.1±0.5
+GAUG-M 83.2±0.4 71.2±0.4 41.1±1.0 77.0±0.4 65.2±0.4 60.1±0.5
+DROPEDGE 81.6±0.5 70.8±0.5 41.1±1.0 73.8±0.4 58.4±0.7 57.1±0.5
+GAUG-O 82.0±0.5 72.7±0.7 44.4±0.5 73.9±0.4 56.3±0.6 57.1±0.7
GAT
Original 81.3±1.1 70.5±0.7 41.5±0.7 63.8±5.2 46.9±1.6 52.0±1.3
+ADAEDGE 82.0±0.6 71.1±0.8 42.6±0.9 68.2±2.4 48.2±1.0 54.5±1.9
+GAUG-M 82.1±1.0 71.5±0.5 42.8±0.9 70.8±1.0 63.7±0.9 59.0±0.6
+DROPEDGE 81.9±0.6 71.0±0.5 45.9±0.3 70.4±2.4 50.0±1.6 52.8±1.7
+GAUG-O 82.2±0.8 71.6±1.1 44.9±0.9 71.0±1.1 51.9±0.5 54.6±1.1
JK-NET
Original 78.8±1.5 67.6±1.8 44.1±0.7 70.0±0.4 56.7±0.4 58.2±1.5
+ADAEDGE 80.4±1.4 68.9±1.2 44.8±0.9 70.7±0.4 57.0±0.3 59.4±1.0
+GAUG-M 81.8±0.9 68.2±1.4 47.4±0.6 71.9±0.5 65.7±0.8 60.2±0.6
+DROPEDGE 80.4±0.7 69.4±1.1 46.3±0.2 70.9±0.4 58.5±0.7 59.1±1.1
+GAUG-O 80.5±0.9 69.7±1.4 53.1±0.3 71.0±0.6 55.7±0.5 60.4±1.0
5.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate using 6 benchmark datasets across domains: citation networks (CORA, CITESEER
[24]), protein-protein interactions (PPI [18]), social networks (BLOGCATALOG, FLICKR [21]), and
air traffic (AIR-USA [45]). Summary statistics for each dataset are shown in Table 1, with more
details in Appendix B. We follow the semi-supervised setting in most GNN literature [24, 41] for
train/validation/test splitting on CORA and CITESEER, and a 10/20/70% split on other datasets
due to varying choices in prior work. We evaluate GAUG-M and GAUG-O using 4 widely used
GNN architectures for node classification: GCN [24], GSAGE [18], GAT [41] and JK-NET [49].
We compare our GAUG-M (modified-graph) and GAUG-O (original-graph) performance with that
achieved by standard GNN performance on G, as well as two state-of-the-art baselines: ADAEDGE [8]
(modified-graph) and DROPEDGE [35] (original-graph) evaluating on Gm and G, respectively. We
report test micro-F1 scores over 30 runs, employing Optuna [1] for efficient hyperparameter search.
Appendix C.2 further details method parameter choices and hyperparameter search ranges. Our
implementation is made publicly available1.
5.2 Experimental Results
We show comparative results against current baselines in Table 2. Table 2 is organized per architecture
(row), per dataset (column), and original-graph and modified-graph settings (within-row). We bold
best-performance per architecture and dataset, but not per augmentation setting for visual clarity. In
short, GAUG-O and GAUG-M consistently improve over GNN architectures, datasets and alternatives,
with a single exception for GAT on PPI, on which DROPEDGE performs the best.
1https://github.com/GAugAuthors/GAug
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(d) AIR-USA
Figure 4: Classification performance (test micro-F1) heatmaps of GAUG-M on various datasets when
adding/dropping edges. Red-white-blue indicate outperformance, at-par, and underperformance w.r.t.
GCN on G. Pixel (0, 0) indicates G, and x (y) axes show % edges added (removed).
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Figure 6: GAUG augmentation especially im-
proves performance under weak supervision.
Improvement across GNN architectures. GAUG achieves improvements over all 4 GNN architec-
tures (averaged across datasets): GAUG-M improves 4.6% (GCN), 4.8% (GSAGE), 10.9% (GAT)
and 5.7% (JK-NET). GAUG-O improves 4.1%, 2.1%, 6.3% and 4.9%, respectively. We note that
augmentation especially improves GAT performance, since self-attention based models are quite
sensitive to connectivity.
Improvements across datasets. GAUG also achieves improvements over all 6 datasets (averaged
across architectures): GAUG-M improves 2.4%, 1.0%, 3.1%, 5.5%, 19.2%, 7.9% for each dataset
(left to right in Table 2). Figure 4 shows GAUG-M (with GCN) classification performance heatmaps
on 4 datasets when adding/removing edges according to various i, j (Section 4.1). Notably, while
improvements(red) over original GCN on G differ over i, j and by dataset, they are feasible in all cases.
These improvements are not necessarily monotonic with edge addition(row) or removal(column),
and can encounter transitions. Empirically, we notice these boundaries correspond to excessive class
mixing (addition) or graph shattering (removal). GAUG-O improves 1.6%, 2.5%, 11.5%, 3.6%, 2.2%,
4.7%. We note that both methods achieves large improvements in social data (BLOGCATALOG and
FLICKR) where noisy edges may be prominent due to spam or bots (supporting intuition from Section
3.2): Figure 4(c) shows substantial edge removal significantly helps performance.
Improvements over alternatives. GAUG also outperforms augmentation over ADAEDGE and
DROPEDGE (averaged across datasets/architectures): GAUG-M achieved improves 4.8% and 4.1%
respectively, while GAUG-O improves 2.7% and 2.0% respectively. We reason that GAUG-M
outperforms ADAEDGE by avoiding iterative error propagation, as well as directly manipulating edges
based on the graph, rather than indirectly through classification. Moreover, GAUG-O outperforms
DROPEDGE via strategic denoising via addition and removal, rather than random edge removal.
Promoting class-homophily. Figure 5a shows (on CORA) that the edge predictor in GAUG-O learns
to promote intra-class edges and demote inter-class ones, echoing results from Figure 2 on GAUG-M,
facilitating message passing and improving performance. Figure 5b shows that Lnc decreases and
validation F1 improves over the first few epochs, while Lep increases to reconcile with supervision
from Lnc. Later on, the Lnc continues to decrease while intra-class ratio increases (overfitting).
Sensitivity to supervision. Figure 6 shows that both GAUG is especially powerful under weak
supervision, producing large F1 improvements with few labeled samples. Moreover, augmentation
helps achieve equal performance w.r.t standard methods with fewer training samples. Naturally,
improvements shrink in the presence of more supervision. GAUG-M tends towards slightly larger
outperformance compared to GAUG-O with more training nodes, since inference benefits from
persistent graph modifications in the former but not the latter.
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6 Conclusion
Data augmentation for facilitating GNN training has unique challenges due to graph irregularity.
Our work tackles this problem by utilizing neural edge predictors as a means of exposing GNNs to
likely (but nonexistent) edges and limiting exposure to unlikely (but existent) ones. We show that
such edge predictors can encode class-homophily to promote intra-class edges and inter-class edges.
We propose the GAUG graph data augmentation framework which uses these insights to improve
node classification performance in two inference settings. Extensive experiments show our proposed
GAUG-O and GAUG-M achieve up to 17% (9%) absolute F1 performance improvements across
architectures and datasets, and 15% (8%) over augmentation baselines.
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Broader impacts
Graph neural networks (GNNs) have become popular tools for node-level, edge-level, and graph-level
tasks in recent years. To our knowledge, our work provides the first targeted focus of graph data
augmentation for GNNs, provides considerations in usage, and proposes augmentation techniques
to improve GNN training via denoising and data diversity. We show that our GAUG framework
enables consistent state-of-the-art improvements in practical settings both where modifications can
and cannot be applied at inference time, and potentially large ones especially when the underlying
graph has lots of potential noise (likely true in many social graphs which power systems used to
serve millions/billions of users.) We hope that our proposed techniques help push the frontier of
graph-based machine learning with GNNs, like computer vision (CV) augmentation operations helped
do for image and video-based machine learning, and natural language processing (NLP) augmentation
operations helped do for text-based machine learning.
We also hope our work inspires more investigation in the graph-based machine learning space of
treating the graph as an a learning bottleneck, rather than just the architecture. Most prior works in the
graph-based machine learning space focus on such architectural or model-based improvements, rather
than structural data-based ones. Our work discusses numerous practical motivations for augmentation,
including numerous reasons (adversarial or otherwise) that may hinder the graph’s ability to represent
the underlying interaction phenomenon it was designed to capture. In this sense, our work suggests
interesting avenues for future work in bridging modern graph-based machine work which centers on
neural graph models, with network inference (a topic better-explored in network science literature
[5]).
We do not foresee ethical concerns posed by our method, but concede that both ethical and unethical
applications of graph-based machine learning techniques may benefit from the improvements induced
by our work. Care must be taken, in general, to ensure positive ethical and societal consequences of
machine learning.
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Appendices
A Proof of Theorem 1
We first reproduce the definition of a permutation-invariant neighborhood aggregator [48] in the
context of graph convolution:
Definition 1. A neighborhood aggregator f : {Xv:, v ∈ u ∪N (u)} → X¯u: is called permutation-
invariant when it is invariant to the order of the target node and its neighbor nodes u∪N (u), i.e. let
{x1, x2, . . . , xM} = {Xv:, v ∈ u ∪ N (u)}, then for any permutation pi : f({x1, x2, . . . , xM}) =
f({xpi(1), xpi(2), . . . , xpi(M)}).
Next, we prove Theorem 1:
Proof. Let A˜ be the adjacency matrix with added self loops, i.e., A˜ = A+ I. Here we denote the
calculation process of a GNN layer with a permutation-invariant neighborhood aggregator as:
H = f(A,X;W) = σ(A¯XW) (5)
where σ denotes a nonlinear activation (e.g. ReLU) and A¯ denotes the normalized adjacency
matrix according to the design of different GNN architectures. For example, in GCN layer [24],
A¯ = D˜−
1
2 A˜D˜−
1
2 ; in GSAGE layer with GCN aggregator [18], A¯ is the row L1-normalized A.
For any two nodes i, j ∈ V that are contained in the same fully connected component S ⊆ V , i
and j are only connected to all other nodes in S by definition. Hence A˜iv = A˜jv = 1,∀v ∈ S and
A˜iu = A˜ju = 0,∀u /∈ S , that is, A˜i: = A˜j:. Moreover, as the degrees of all nodes in the same fully
connected component are the the same, we have A¯i: = A¯j:. Thus by Equation 5, Hi: = Hj:.
On the other hand, for any two nodes i, j ∈ V that are contained in different fully connected
components Sa,Sb ⊆ V respectively (a 6= b), i and j are not connected and do not share any
neighbors by definition. As all nodes in Sa have the same degree, all nonzero entries in A˜i: would
have the same positive value a¯. Similarly, all the nonzero entries in A˜j: also have the same positive
value b¯. Then, by Equation 5, the embeddings of i and j after the GNN layer will respectively be
Hi: = a¯
∑
v∈Sa
Xv:W, Hj: = b¯
∑
u∈Sb
Xu:W. (6)
From the above equation, we can observe that Hi: 6= Hj: when W is not all zeros and
∑
v∈Sa Xv: 6=
b¯
a¯
∑
u∈Sb Xu:.
B Additional Dataset Details
In this section, we provide some additional, relevant dataset details. The preprocessed files of all
datasets used in this work can be found at https://tinyurl.com/gaug-data, including graph
adjacency matrix, node features, node labels, train/validation/test node ids and predicted edge
probabilities for each dataset.
Citation networks. CORA and CITESEER are citation networks which are used as benchmarks in
most GNN-related prior works [24, 41, 35, 8]. In these networks, the nodes are papers published in
the field of computer science; the features are bag-of-word vectors of the corresponding paper title;
the edges represent the citation relation between papers; the labels are the category of each paper.
Protein-protein interaction network. PPI is the combination of multiple protein-protein interaction
networks from different human tissue. The node feature contains positional gene sets, motif gene sets
and immunological signatures. Gene ontology sets are used as labels (121 in total) [18]. The original
graph provided by [18] contains total of 295 connected components in various sizes, so in this work
we took the top 3 largest connected components, forming a graph with 10,076 nodes.
Social networks. BLOGCATALOG is an online blogging community where bloggers can follow each
other, hence forming a social network. The features for each user are generated by the keywords in
each bloggers description and the labels are selected from predefined categories of blogger interests
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[21]. FLICKR is an image and video sharing platform, where users can also follow each other, hence
forming a social network. The user-specified list of interest tags are used as user features and the
groups that users joined are used as labels [21].
Air traffic network. AIR-USA is the airport traffic network in the USA, where each node represents
an airport and edge indicates the existence of commercial flights between the airports. The node
labels are generated based on the label of activity measured by people and flights passed the airports
[45]. The original graph does not have any features, so we used one-hot degree vectors as node
features.
C Implementation Details and Hyperparameter Tuning
All experiments were conducted on a virtual machine on Google Cloud2 with 15 vCPUs, 15 Gb of
RAM and one NVIDIA Tesla v100 GPU card (16 Gb of RAM at 32Gbps speed).
C.1 Notes for effectively training GAUG-O
Pretraining the Edge Predictor and Node Classifier. Since the graph structure of the GNN node
classifier largely depends on the edge predictor, we pretrain both components of GAUG-O to achieve
more stable joint training. Otherwise, a randomly initialized edge predictor can generate very unlikely
edge probabilities M, which stunt training. Empirically, we find that pretraining the edge predictor
is more important in producing good performance compared to the node classifier, and excessive
pretraining of the node classifier can lead to overfitting and poor optimizer performance.
Learning Rate Warmup for the Edge Predictor. Since the edge predictor is not only trained using
Lep, but also by Lnc, we adapt the learning rate warmup schema [17] for the edge predictor to avoid
effective undoing of initial pretraining. Specifically, we initialize the edge predictor’s learning rate at
zero and gradually increase following a sigmoid curve. This empirically helps avoid sudden drift in
edge prediction from Lnc, and improves results. We also incorporate a parameter that narrows down
a section of the sigmoid curve to specify how rapid the learning rate warms up.
C.2 Hyperparameters and Search Space
In this section, we describe the parameters of all methods along with the search space of all hyperpa-
rameters. All methods were implemented in Python 3.7.6 with PyTorch. Our implementation can
be found at https://github.com/GAugAuthors/GAug. We further include code for ADAEDGE
[8] and DROPEDGE [35] for comparisons. The best hyperparameter choices and searching scripts
can be found in the supplimentary material.
Original graph neural network architectures. All original GNN architectures are implemented
in DGL3 with Adam optimizer. We search through the basic parameters such as learning rate and
the choice of aggregators (and number of layers only for JK-NET) to determine the default settings
of each GNN. By default, GCN, GSAGE and GAT have 2 layers, and JK-NET has 3 layers due
to its unique design. GCN, GSAGE and JK-NET have hidden size 128, and GAT has a hidden
size of 16 for each head (have use 8 heads). GCN, GSAGE and JK-NET have learning rates of
1e−2 and GAT has best performance with learning rate of 5e−3. All methods have weight decay of
5e−4. GCN, GSAGE and JK-NET use feature dropout of 0.5, while GAT uses both feature dropout
and attention dropout of 0.6. For GSAGE, we use the GCN-style aggregator. For JK-NET, we use
GSAGE layer with GCN-style aggregator as neighborhood aggregation layers and concatenation for
the final aggregation layer. To make fair comparisons, these parameters are fixed for all experiments
and our hyperparameter searches only search over the new parameters introduced by baselines and
our proposed methods.
ADAEDGE. We implement ADAEDGE [8] based on the above mentioned GNNs and the provided
pseudo-code in their paper in PyTorch, since the author-implemented code was unavailable. We
tune the following hyperparameters over ranges: order ∈ {add_first, remove_first}, num+ ∈
{0, 1, . . . , |E| − 1}, num− ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |E| − 1}, conf+ ∈ [0.5, 1], conf− ∈ [0.5, 1].
2https://cloud.google.com/
3https://www.dgl.ai/
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DROPEDGE. We also implement DROPEDGE [35] (adapting the authors’ code for easier comparison)
based on the above mentioned GNNs, where the GNNs randomly remove p|E| of the edges and redo
the normalization on the adjacency matrix before each training epoch, where p is searched in the
range of [0, 0.99].
GAUG-M. As described in Section 4.1, GAUG-M has two hyperparameters i and j, which are both
searched within the range of {0, 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.8}.
GAUG-O. We tune the following hyperparameters over search ranges for GAUG-O. The influ-
ence of the edge predictor on the original graph: α ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 1}; the weight for Lep
when training the model: β ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 4}; the temperature for the relaxed Bernoulli
sampling: temp ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 2}; number of pretrain epochs for both edge predictor and
node classifier: n_pretrainep, n_pretrainnc ∈ {5, 10, 15, . . . , 300}; the parameter for warmup:
warmup ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 10}.
D Discussion and Additional Experimental Results
D.1 Ablation Study for GAUG-O
We extensively study the effect of various design choices in GAUG-O to support our decisions. Here,
we compare the results of the 4 GNN architectures in combination with baseline and GAUG-O
applied with different graph sampling and training choices on CORA. The results are shown in Table
3.
No Sampling: Instead of interpolating M and A and subsequently sampling, we avoid the sampling
step and feed the fully dense adjacency into the GNN classifier (every edge is used for convolution,
with different weights). This shows decreased performance compared to sampling-based solution,
likely because the sampling removes noise from many, very weak edges.
Rounding: Instead of sampling the graph, we deterministically round the edge probabilities to 0 or
1, using the same ST gradient estimator in the backward pass. Rounding creates the same decision
boundary for edge and no-edge at each epoch. We observe that it hurts performance compared to
sampling, likely due to reduced diversity during model training.
No Edge-Prediction Loss: Instead of training GAUG-O with a positive β (coefficient for Lep),
we set β = 0. Without controlling drift of pre-trained edge predictor by combining its loss(Lep)
with node classification loss(Lnc) in training, we risk generating unrealistic graphs which arbitrarily
deviate from the original graph, and producing instability in training. We find that removing this loss
term leads to empirical performance decrease.
Table 3: Ablation study of GAUG-O on CORA
setting GCN GSAGE GAT JK-NET
Original (GCN) 81.6±0.7 81.3±0.5 81.3±1.1 78.0±1.5
+GAUG-O 83.6±0.5 82.0±0.5 82.2±0.8 80.5±0.9
+GAUG-O No Sampling 82.8±0.9 81.2±0.8 77.8±2.2 76.9±1.4
+GAUG-O Rounding 82.5±0.5 81.4±0.5 81.3±1.1 79.5±1.3
+GAUG-O No Lep 82.8±0.8 81.5±1.1 81.9±0.8 79.5±1.0
D.2 Evaluating GAUG-M on original vs. modified graph
Although GAUG-M is designed for the modified-graph setting, it is still possible to do inference on
G while training the model on Gm. As previously mentioned in Section 3.3, inference with GAUG-M
on G would result in a train-test gap, which would affect the test performance. Table 4 presents the
inference results of GAUG-M with Gm and G (GAUG-M-O makes inference on G). We can observe
that both variants of GAUG-M show performance improvements over the original GNNs across
different architectures and datasets. Moreover, inference with GAUG-M on Gm has equal or better
performance in almost cases, which aligns with our intuition in Section 3.3.
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Table 4: GAUG-M performance on original and modified graphs.
Backbone Method CORA CITESEER PPI BLOGC FLICKR AIR-USA
GCN
original 81.6±0.7 71.6±0.4 43.4±0.2 75.0±0.4 61.2±0.4 56.0±0.8
+GAUG-M 83.5±0.4 72.3±0.4 43.5±0.2 77.6±0.4 68.2±0.7 61.2±0.5
+GAUG-M-O 83.1±0.5 72.8±0.5 43.5±0.2 75.6±0.4 61.6±0.6 58.1±0.6
GSAGE
Original 81.3±0.5 70.6±0.5 40.5±0.9 73.4±0.4 57.4±0.5 57.0±0.7
+GAUG-M 83.2±0.4 71.2±0.4 41.1±1.0 77.0±0.4 65.2±0.4 60.1±0.5
+GAUG-M-O 82.4±0.5 71.6±0.3 41.1±1.4 74.3±0.3 58.1±0.5 58.9±0.5
GAT
Original 81.3±1.1 70.5±0.7 41.5±0.7 63.8±5.2 49.6±1.6 52.0±1.3
+GAUG-M 82.1±1.0 71.5±0.5 42.8±0.9 70.8±1.0 63.7±0.9 59.0±0.6
+GAUG-M-O 82.0±0.9 71.3±0.7 46.3±0.2 71.0±1.3 48.5±1.9 53.4±1.1
JK-NET
Original 78.8±1.5 67.6±1.8 44.1±0.7 70.0±0.4 56.7±0.4 58.2±1.5
+GAUG-M 81.8±0.9 68.2±1.4 47.4±0.6 71.9±0.5 65.7±0.8 60.2±0.6
+GAUG-M-O 80.6±1.0 68.3±1.4 48.6±0.5 71.0±0.4 57.0±0.4 60.2±0.8
D.3 GAUG-M performance under different edge predictors
Although we use GAE as the edge prediction model of choice due to its strong performance in
link prediction, GAUG-M can be generally equipped with any edge prediction module. In Fig-
ure 7 we show classification performance heatmaps of GAUG-M (with GCN) on CORA, when
adding/removing edges according to different heuristics. Specifically, graph auto-encoder (GAE)
[25], variational graph auto-encoder (VGAE) [25], the Local Leicht-Holme-Newman Index (LLHN),
the Resource Allocation Index (RA), CAR-based Indices (CAR), Local Naive Bayes (LNB) and the
Jaccard Index (JI). The first two are GCN based neural auto-encoder models and the later two are
edge prediction methods based on local neighborhoods, which are commonly used and celebrated
in network science literature. It is noticeable that even with the same dataset, the performance
heatmaps are characteristically different when using various edge prediction methods, demonstrating
the relative importance of edge predictor to GAUG-M’s augmentation performance. We do not show
results when equipping GAUG-O with these different edge predictors, since GAUG-O requires the
edge predictor to be differentiable for training (hence our choice of GAE).
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Figure : GAUG-M with GCN on CORA with different edge prediction heuristics
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D.4 Classification Performance with Deeper GNNs
In Table 5 we show the performance of our proposed GAUG framework with different number of
layers on the CORA dataset. As mentioned in Appendix C.2, GCN, GSAGE and GAT have 2 layers
by default, while JK-NET has 3 layers due to it’s unique design. From Table 5 we can observe
that when increasing the number of layers, most GNNs perform worse except for JK-NET, which
is specifically designed for deep GNNs. GAUG-M shows stable performance improvements over
all GNN architectures with different depth; GAUG-O shows performance improvements on GCN,
GSAGE and JK-NET with different depth. Our results suggest that augmentation can be a tool
which facilitates deeper GNN training, as performance improvements for the common practical GNN
implementations (GCN and GSAGE) demonstrate quite large performance improvements when
compared to standard implementations (e.g. 52.4 point absolute F1 improvement for GCN, 16.4
point absolute F1 improvement for GSAGE at 8 layers).
Table 5: results for different number of layers
# of layers Method GCN GSAGE GAT JK-NET
default
Original 81.6±0.7 81.3±0.5 81.3±1.1 78.0±1.5
+GAUG-M 83.5±0.4 83.2±0.4 82.1±1.0 81.8±0.9
+GAUG-O 83.6±0.5 82.0±0.5 82.2±0.8 80.5±0.9
4 layers
Original 74.7±2.7 78.9±1.4 79.8±1.0 79.6±1.6
+GAUG-M 78.9±1.0 81.5±0.8 81.4±0.8 81.9±1.2
+GAUG-O 80.6±0.9 80.1±1.0 75.3±2.1 80.9±0.9
6 layers
Original 57.2±9.6 77.7±1.3 77.8±1.5 79.7±1.0
+GAUG-M 74.2±2.4 80.7±1.1 79.2±0.8 82.0±0.8
+GAUG-O 79.8±1.0 79.8±0.7 13.6±2.8 80.9±0.6
8 layers
Original 25.0±4.7 61.7±9.9 65.0±6.4 79.2±1.5
+GAUG-M 56.4±5.7 78.1±2.0 77.9±1.5 82.1±0.8
+GAUG-O 77.4±1.9 76.7±1.5 13.0±0.0 81.1±1.1
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Figure 8: GAUG improves performance under weak supervision with each GNN (GCN, GSAGE,
GAT and JK-NET, left to right) and across augmentation settings (GAUG-M on top, GAUG-O on
bottom). Relative improvement is clear even with many training nodes, but is larger with few training
nodes.
D.5 GAUG’s sensitivity to supervision
As previously mentioned in Section 5, which we showed that GAUG is especially powerful under
weak supervision, in Figure 8 we detail the sensitivity to supervision for each GNN combined with
GAUG-M and GAUG-O. We can observe a larger separation between original (dotted) and GAUG
(solid) in each plot when training samples decrease, indicating larger performance gain under weak
supervision. In most settings, test F1 score of GAUG-M and GAUG training with 35 training nodes
is at par or better than baseline training with 2 times as many (70) nodes. This suggest that GAUG
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is an especially appealing option in cases of weak supervision, like in anomaly detection and other
imbalanced learning settings.
D.6 Embedding Visualization
To further illustrate the case for graph data augmentation in addition to 1 and Section 3.2, we plot the
features and embeddings to understand how edge manipulation can contribute to lower-effort (and in
the fully class-homophilic/ideal scenario, effortless) classification. In Figure 9 we randomly initialize
node features according to normal distribution (Figure 9a), and show the results of applying a single
graph convolution layer. When the input graph is “ideal” (all intra-class edges exist, and no inter-class
edges exist) all same-class points project to the same embedding, making discriminating the classes
trivial (Figure 9e). It is obvious that the original feature and embeddings (Figure 9b) are harder for a
classifier to separate than Figure 9c, which the graph was modified by adding (removing) intra(inter)-
class edges (simulating the scenario which GAUG-M achieves). Figure 9d shows superimposed
points resulting from 100 different modifications of the graph (simulating GAUG-O), illustrating the
much clearer decision boundary between red-class and green-class points.
(a) Raw features (b) Original graph (c) Modified graph (d) 100 Mod. graph (e) Ideal graph
Figure 9: Embeddings after one GCN layer. (c) and (e) show that augmentation can produce more
clear decision boundaries between red and green nodes, compared to raw features (a), and naive
GCN on raw features (b). (e) shows the effortless classification possible in the ideal graph scenario,
where all same-class nodes have the same embedding.
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